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Abstract

We use stereo-derived topography of extensional bands on Europa to show that these features can be elevated by 100–150 m w
the surroundings, and that the positive topography sometimes extends beyond the band margins. Lateral variations in shell thickn
maintain the observed topography for timescales greater than∼ 0.1 Myr. Lateral density variations can maintain the observed topogra
indefinitely; mean density contrasts of 5 and 50 kg m−3 are required for shell thicknesses of 20 and 2 km, respectively. Density varia
caused by temperature contrasts require either present-day heating or that bands are young features (< 1 Myr old). Stratigraphic analyse
suggest that these mechanisms are unlikely. The observation that bands form from ridges may be explained by an episode of shea
ridges weakening the ridge area, and leading to strain localization during extension. Fracture porosity is likely to persist over Myr t
in the top one-third to one-quarter of the conductive part of the ice shell. Lateral variations in this porosity (of order 20%) are the m
mechanism for producing band topography if the ice shell is thin (≈ 2 km); porosity variations of 2% or less are required if the she
thicker (≈ 20 km). If the ice shell is thick, lateral variations in salt content are a more likely mechanism. Warm ice will tend to lose
low-melting temperature phases and be buoyant relative to colder, salt-rich ice. Thus, lateral density variations will arise naturally
have been the sites of either localized heating or upwelling of warm ice during extension.
 2003 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Jupiter’s satellite Europa has been extensively defor
by tidal processes (e.g., Greenberg et al., 2002). Tidal h
ing (Ross and Schubert, 1987; Ojakangas and Steven
1989) is probably also responsible for the presence o
ocean beneath Europa’s solid ice shell (Kivelson et
2000). A particularly clear example of surface deform
tion is the class of features known as bands (Figs. 1
Bands seen in Voyager images were described by L
chitta and Soderblom (1982) and Schenk and McKin
(1989); the latter showed that pre-existing lineaments co
be fit back together if the intervening dark bands were
moved. More recent interpretation (Sullivan et al., 19
Tufts et al., 2000; Prockter et al., 2002) of Galileo imag
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has confirmed that bands are typically regions separa
relatively undeformed, previously adjacent areas. The ba
are typically several up to 30 km wide and can be boun
by ridges. While the inferred motion across the band
usually extensional, there is sometimes a component o
eral motion (Tufts et al., 2000) and possibly compress
(Sarid et al., 2002; Schulson, 2002). The bands show
ternal structure, commonly possessing a medial valley,
sometimes showing symmetry about this valley remin
cent of sea-floor spreading on Earth (Sullivan et al., 19
Prockter et al., 2002). The bands can be disrupted by c
patches, and sometimes show V-shaped patterns of h
mocks (Prockter et al., 2002). Bands are commonly cross
by later features, indicating that they vary in age. Youn
bands tend to be darker and show surface contaminatio
a non-ice component (e.g., Geissler et al., 1998); older b
are brighter and look more similar to the background pla

The mechanism by which bands formed is unclear.
tension is undoubtedly the dominant process, but the b
material may originally have been water (Tufts et al., 20

http://www.elsevier.com/locate/icarus
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Fig. 1. (a) Background image is of “Wedges” terrain, from Galileo’s 12th orbit, resolution 70 m pixel−1, centred at 16◦ S, 164◦ E. Coloured data is
stereo-derived topography obtained from the background image and four 32 m pixel−1 Galileo images from the same orbit (see Prockter et al., 2002). Ve
uncertainty is 20 m and horizontal resolution is 400–800 m. Note that dark band appears to have positive topography with respect to the surroundib) Plot
of topography as a function of distance. Thin dark lines are topographic profiles p1, p2 (for location see (a)), interpolated to 70 m, smoothed usv-
ing 3-point average and offset for clarity. Bold dark line is stacked profile, thin red lines are± one standard deviationσ . Stacked profile was detrended usi
least-squares regression prior to plotting. Position of zero elevation is arbitrary. Arrows denote approximate edge of the dark band (profile p2 lacks one arrow
because the edge of the band is uncertain). Vertical exaggeration is 33: 1.
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or upwelling warm ice (Sullivan et al., 1998; Prockter et
2002). An important observation is that bands commo
stand high relative to their surroundings (Tufts et al., 20
Prockter et al., 2002). In this paper we first characterize b
topography based on the limited stereo observations a
able. We then examine possible mechanisms responsib
this topography and the light these mechanisms may th
on band formation. Mathematical derivations are given
Appendices A and B.

2. Observations

Figures 1 and 2 show images of the three bands we s
and the associated stereo-derived topography. More de
on the stereo technique may be obtained from Giese e
(1998) and the figure captions. The structure and infe
history of these three bands have been described in det
Tufts et al. (2000) and Prockter et al. (2002). Here we bri
describe the relevant details.

Figure 1a shows a portion of a prominent dark band
has been examined and described by several resear
(Schenk and McKinnon, 1989; Sullivan et al., 1998; Tu
et al., 2000; Prockter et al., 2002; Schulson, 2002).
band is wedge-shaped overall, tapering toward its so
eastern end. Pre-existing features can be reconstructe
removing the band, demonstrating an (at least locally)
tensional nature (Sullivan et al., 1998; Tufts et al., 20
r

,
s
.

rs

y

Prockter et al., 2002). A central trough, rough bilateral sy
metry, and apparent spreading apart of superimposed s
tures argues for a mid-ocean ridge analogue process in f
ing the band (Sullivan et al., 1998; Prockter et al., 200
Schulson (2002) argues that this feature is analogous
“wing-crack” formed in response to regional compress
stresses; nonetheless, local extension would be respon
for opening the band even in such a model. The ban
stratigraphically recent relative to others in the region,
it is crossed by several younger ridges (Prockter et al., 1
2002).

Stereo imaging occurs at the band’s dog-leg bend, w
the feature is 18 km in width. Previous work has noted
this band stands high relative to its surroundings (Tuft
al., 2000; Prockter et al., 2002). Our topographic profiles
dicate that the band has topographic relief of≈ 100 m, and
that the convex topographic swell associated with the b
appears to extend beyond the band’s lateral boundaries
the surrounding ridged plains (Fig. 1b). Despite gaps in
topographic data, it is also apparent that there are varia
in band topography along-strike, with the band elevation
pronounced towards the NW.

The dark band of Fig. 2a (Lineament E of Tufts et
(2000)) is≈ 3 km wide. It displays finely spaced lineamen
and no central trough or obvious bilateral symmetry. Its
albedo and cross-cutting relationships suggest that this
is relatively young. Within the area of stereo coverage,
dark band is intersected by a very narrow (≈ 1 km) dark
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Fig. 2. (a) Background image is from Galileo’s 12th orbit, resolution 32 m pixel−1, centred at 18◦ S, 163◦ E. Coloured data is stereo derived topograp
obtained from the background image and an 80 m pixel−1 Galileo image from the same orbit. Vertical uncertainty is 20 m, horizontal resolution 400–8
(b) Plot of topography as a function of distance. Thin dark lines are topographic profiles p1–p3 (for location see (a)), interpolated to 150 m, smoousing
a moving 3-point average and offset for clarity. Profiles are aligned on steep N scarp. Bold dark line is stacked profile, thin red lines are± one standard
deviationσ . Stacked profile was detrended using least-squares regression prior to plotting. Position of zero elevation is arbitrary, vertical exagg
for Fig. 1b. (c) Background image is from Galileo’s 12th orbit, resolution 32 m pixel−1, centred at 17◦ S, 164◦ E. Coloured data is stereo-derived topograp
obtained from the background image and three 16 m pixel−1 images (see Prockter et al., 2002). Vertical uncertainty is 10 m, horizontal resolution 150–3
(d) Same as for (b), except that interpolation distance is 30 m and profiles are aligned on prominent ridge at East end of profiles.
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band, which may have been active near-simultaneously
terson and Head, 2003). The topography of Fig. 2b sh
that the band has steep boundaries, a plateau-like pr
and stands≈ 100–150 m above the surrounding terrain. T
band of Fig. 2c (Ridge C2 of Tufts et al. (2000), and Ba
B of Prockter et al. (2002)) display a prominent med
trough and hummocky, weakly lineated texture. The≈ 8 km
wide band is bright and is segmented along its length
other more recent structures, both implying that it is a
atively old feature (Prockter et al., 2002). Topographic p
files (Fig. 2d) show that the band is convex with≈ 150 m
of topography. The associated topographic swell appea
extend beyond the band’s western boundary as marked
well-defined ridge, and into the surrounding ridged plain
-

,

The characteristics of the three bands studied here
be summarized as follows:

(1) All three bands show positive topography in the ran
100–150 m relative to the surroundings.

(2) The positive topography appears to extend beyond
edge of the band in at least some cases.

(3) The positive topography is associated with both str
graphically young and older bands.

(4) All bands contain sub-parallel ridges 50–100 m w
and aligned with the margins.

In the next section, we will consider possible mechanis
for creating the positive topography associated with ba
We will concentrate on the mean positive topography, ra
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than its variation along strike, as it is the former observa
that is likely to provide more insight into processes wit
Europa’s ice shell.

3. Models for topographic support

Topography on Earth is generally supported by a c
bination of rigidity (flexure) and lateral contrasts in crus
thickness or density (isostasy). The latter may be du
thermal or compositional processes, and may be either
tic (e.g., continental shields) or dynamic (e.g., the Haw
ian swell). Similar processes may be operating on Eu
(Schenk and McKinnon, 2001).

For situations in which the lithosphere has no rigidity,
topographyh relative to a zero-elevation reference state
given by (e.g., Turcotte and Schubert, 1982)

(1)h = tc

(
�ρ

ρ′

)
+ w

(
ρw − ρ′

ρ′

)
,

wheretc is the reference crustal thickness,�ρ = ρ − ρ′, ρ
is the (vertically averaged) reference shell density,ρ′ is the
vertically averaged shell density of interest,ρw is the density
of the sub-shell material andw is the thickness of the crust
root.

Previous work (Tufts et al., 1997; Williams and Greel
1998; Billings and Kattenhorn, 2002; Figueredo et al., 20
Nimmo et al., 2003) suggests that the near-surface ice
have an appreciable rigidityD. This rigidity reduces the am
plitude of the isostatic shell deflection. The deflections of
an elastic plate under a periodic load resulting in topogra
h is given by (Turcotte and Schubert, 1982)

(2)s = hρ

(Dk4/g)+ ρw − ρ
,

whereg is the acceleration due to gravity andk is the load
wavenumber. ForD = 0, this equation reduces to that giv
by Eq. (1) when�ρ = 0. Similar equations can be deriv
for the case when the load applied has a different densi
the shell material. The rigidityD is given by

(3)D = ET 3
e

12(1− ν2)
,

whereE is the Young’s modulus,ν is the Poisson’s ratio an
Te is the effective elastic thickness.

Below we consider various possibilities for topograp
support in more detail. We will assume thatρ = 900 kg m−3

and ρw = 1000 kg m−3. While both these values are u
certain due to the possible presence of contaminants
Kargel et al., 2000) and/or porosity, it is the densitycon-
trast between solid and liquid that is most important. T
density contrast is unlikely to exceed 100 kg m−3, since
pure water ice has a density at 260 K of 917 kg m−3 (Kirk
and Stevenson, 1987). Thus usingρ = 900 kg m−3 results
in lower bounds on quantities such as the porosity or s
thickness variation required to produce the observed to
raphy. In some situations, we have to assume a shell th
-

,

ness, the value of which is uncertain. There are several
of evidence suggesting thattc ≈ 20 km (McKinnon, 1999
Schenk, 2002; Turtle and Ivanov, 2002; Nimmo et al., 20
but alternative, thinner shell (tc ≈ 2–6 km) scenarios also e
ist (Hoppa et al., 1999; Greenberg et al., 2000; O’Brien et
2002). We explore both sets of values where appropriate

3.1. Shell thickness variations

When�ρ = 0 in Eq. (1), all topographic variations a
supported by lateral shell thickness changes (Airy isosta
For ice, the amplitude of the rootw isρ/(ρw−ρ) ≈ 10 times
the topographyh. Thus, 100–150 m topography require
root of 1–1.5 km thickness to support it, irrespective of
mean shell thickness.

The presence of lateral thickness variations produ
pressure gradients which can cause the ductile ice
the base of the shell to flow. Stevenson (2000) has ar
that this flow is rapid enough that lateral shell thickn
variations are unlikely to persist on Europa for more th
102−105 years, depending on shell thickness. Convers
O’Brien et al. (2002) argue that the shell thickness chan
at rates of 0.1–10 km Myr−1 for tc = 6 km, implying that lat-
eral thickness contrasts may persist for 105−107 years. Buck
et al. (2002) reached similar conclusions.

The above papers assume a Newtonian viscosity, w
that of ice is likely to be non-Newtonian (Goldsby a
Kohlstedt, 2001). Appendix A takes a similar approach
that of Bird (1991) and derives an approximate timesc
for non-Newtonian flow to remove shell thickness variatio
Figure 3 plots this relaxation timescale as a function of
shell thickness and the wavelength of the thickness varia

Fig. 3. Contour of timescale for lower crustal flow as a function of
shell thickness and topographic wavelength. The method and vari
are defined in Appendix A. Surface and base temperatures were
and 260 K, respectively; rheological parameters are for grain-boun
sliding (Goldsby and Kohlstedt, 2001):Q = 60 kJ mol−1, n = 2.4, and
A = 6 × 10−7 Pa−n s−1. The initial amplitude of the shell thickness va
ation was 1 km, ice thermal conductivity varies as 567/T (Klinger, 1980),
g = 1.3 m s−2. The minimum shell thickness examined was 2 km.
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It shows that even at the lowest shell thicknesses (2 km)
longest wavelengths (50 km) considered, lateral shell th
ness contrasts cannot survive more than 0.1 Myr. Nim
(2003) carried out a numerical study of the same prob
and reached the same conclusion. Since the mean surfac
of Europa is≈ 30–80 Myr (Zahnle et al., 2003), we conclu
that shell thickness variations are unlikely to be respons
for the observed band topography.

The results are similar to those of Stevenson (2000)
produce shorter flow timescales than O’Brien et al. (200
We note that planetary scale lateral thickness variations
to spatial variations in tidal heating (Ojakangas and Stev
son, 1989) may persist owing to the large flow timescale
long wavelengths.

3.2. Density variations

If the shell thickness is constant, as argued above,
topography may instead be supported by lateral density
ations (Pratt isostasy). Settingw = 0 in Eq. (1), topography
of 100 m requires�ρ = 5 kg m−3 for tc = 20 km, and
�ρ = 50 kg m−3 for tc = 2 km. There are at least three po
sible causes of such a density contrast, which we will te
active thermal, passive thermal, and compositional.

3.2.1. Active thermal support
Active thermal density differences occur when there

a heat source located within the shell which can main
the temperature structure. One such mechanism is linea
apirism (Head et al., 1999), which may be driven by loc
ized tidal heating. As we discuss below, we think a lik
e

-

mechanism is shear heating, which was discussed in d
by Nimmo and Gaidos (2002). Figure 4a plots the stea
state temperature in excess of the background condu
heat profile obtained using the method of these auth
Heating occurs by brittle deformation in the top 2 km a
by viscous dissipation beneath. The model includes a re
tion in viscosity as the melting temperature is approach
which tends to buffer the temperature excess to< 100 K.
The density contrast at any point is given by

(4)�ρ = ρα�T,

where α is the thermal expansivity (here assumed to
1.4× 10−4 K−1 (Kirk and Stevenson, 1987)) and�T is the
temperature excess. Vertical integration and use of Eq
allows the isostatic topography to be calculated, which
shown in Fig. 4b. The theoretical profile has a similar sh
to the observed profiles, and produces topography of 9
amplitude, similar or slightly smaller to that observed.
creasing the depth of the brittle zone might increase the t
graphic amplitude slightly, but the buffering by melting w
limit the increase. Furthermore, a deeper brittle zone wo
increase the lateral extent of positive topography and m
the narrower bands (Figs. 2b, 2d) harder to fit. Thus,
mechanism alone is marginally acceptable for an ice s
thickness of 20 km (but see below). For thinner ice she
the vertically integrated density contrast will be reduced,
the topography correspondingly smaller.

Conventional diapirism has a similar problem in prod
ing the observed topography, because in strongly temp
ture-dependent convection�T is controlled by the rheolog
ical properties of ice and is typically≈ 10 K (McKinnon,
heating (

ssuming
rs of

profil

topograph
Fig. 4. Comparison of observed topography with models. (a) Contours of temperature in excess of background conductive gradient due to shearsee
text). Domain is 40 km horizontally and 20 km vertically. Brittle layer thickness is 2 km, velocity contrast across shear zone 8×10−7 m s−1, other parameters
from Nimmo and Gaidos (2002), Fig. 2. Contour interval 7.5 K. (b) Bold line is topography resulting from temperature distribution from (a), a
isostatic compensation and a thermal expansivity of 1.4× 10−4 K−1. Dashed line here and in (d) is topography from Fig. 1b for comparison. (c) Contou
temperature after 7.62 Ma of extension (see text) using the method of White and Bellingham (2002), size of domain as for (a). Initial temperaturee was
conductive, with top and bottom at 100 K and 260 K, respectively. Peak (constant) strain rate is 3× 10−15 s−1 with Gaussian half-width 5 km. The maximum
stretching factor is 1.86. Shaded region is assumed to be isothermal warm ice which has flowed to keep the base of the shell flat. (d) Bold line isy
resulting from temperature distribution from (c), assuming isostatic compensation. Note that if shaded region in (c) were water rather than isothermal ice, the
topography would be negative owing to the higher density of water relative to ice.
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(Mc-
1999; Nimmo and Manga, 2002). It is possible that�T

could be increased by tidal heating (Sotin et al., 2002), b
is not clear that the long-wavelength tidal deformation w
couple efficiently with short-wavelength convective featu
(Moore, 2001).

3.2.2. Passive thermal support
Passive thermal density differences may arise when w

material is advected towards the surface during a rif
event. Figure 4c depicts a kinematic model of such a
ing event, using the forward model of White and Bellingh
(2002). In this model the lateral strain rate variation is sp
ified a priori and the resulting advection and diffusion
heat is solved using a finite-difference approach with v
able grid spacing in thex-direction. The base of the advect
material is set at 260 K and we assume zero rigidity, in ag
ment with terrestrial observations (e.g., Wood and Bar
1983). It is assumed that lower shell flow is sufficiently ra
that the base of the shell remains at a constant depth (Ap
dix A); the upwardly advected material is replaced by wa
isothermal ice. If this lower shell flow does not occur and
upwardly advected material is replaced by water, the e
will be to generate negative surface topography, since w
is considerably denser than ice. Figure 4d shows the to
raphy resulting from this model, calculated as for Fig.
by taking the vertically integrated temperature contrast.
amplitude of the topography roughly matches the eleva
of the observed bands, and will increase as the extensio
creases. Non-zero rigidity would reduce the topography
≈ 50% for an elastic thickness of 1 km. We further disc
the effect of rigidity on a simplified geometry below. T
width of the anomaly is a free parameter and can be adju
as needed to fit the observations.

Although we have only investigated one specific mec
nism of passive thermal support, all such mechanisms s
from the same problem: passive thermal density differen
will only persist for a timescaleτ given by (see, e.g., Tur
cotte and Schubert, 1982)

(5)τ ∼ d2/κ,

whereκ is thermal diffusivity andd is a characteristic lengt
scale. For high degrees of extension, as is thought to o
for bands, warm isotherms may reach within a few km
the surface (see Fig. 4c). Takingκ = 10−6 m2 s−1 for ice
(Klinger, 1980), a typical timescale is thus∼ 1 Myr, which is
much shorter than the mean surface age of Europa of a
60 Myr (Zahnle et al., 2003). Thus, only if high-standi
bands are very recent features is passive thermal supp
viable option.

3.2.3. Compositional support
Compositional density differences occur if there are po

that are empty or filled with a denser contaminant suc
salts (e.g., Kargel et al., 2000) or non-ice impact debris (
Pierazzo and Chyba, 2002). If the mean non-ice volume f
-

-

-

r

t

a

tion isφ, then we may write

(6)�ρ = φ(ρ − ρs),

whereρs is the density of the non-ice material (zero if t
pores are empty). Because the bands are high, they
either contain less non-ice material or more voids than
surrounding material. As argued above, the observed to
raphy requires that�ρ = 5 to 50 kg m−3 for ice shell thick-
nesses of 20 to 2 km, respectively.

An attractive aspect of the compositional buoyancy ar
ment is that it does not suffer from the lateral flow probl
that bedevils Airy isostasy (see Section 3.1 above). Un
Airy isostasy, there is no requirement for lateral press
(density) contrasts to extend all the way to the base of
shell. These pressure gradients will still exist, but at sha
levels the ice is too cold for flow to be significant. Thus, sh
low lateral density contrasts can create topography w
will survive for geological timescales, unlike shell thickne
contrasts.

Figure 5a shows a simplified density structure, consis
of a block of low density material surrounded by higher d
sity material, which could create the observed topogra
Figures 5b–5d show the resulting topography, modified
near-surface layer of varying elastic thicknessTe (Eqs. (2)
and (3)), for different block widths. AsTe increases, the
width of the uplifted zone increases, but the amplitude of
topography decreases. The data from Fig. 1b is reason
well fit by a block of 10 km width andTe = 1 km (Fig. 5b).
The topographic uplift extends beyond the width of the lo
density band, in agreement with surface observations.
narrower bands of Figs. 2b and 2d are better fit by aTe of
0.1–0.3 km (Figs. 5c, 5d).

Thus, while it is clear that lateral density variations c
cause the observed topography, the cause of these
tions is less clear. Below we discuss the role of contamin
and fracture porosity on the possible ice density struct
We also discuss a plausible hybrid mechanism which c
cause permanent compositional buoyancy by transient
ing.

Contaminants. Pierazzo and Chyba (2002) estimate t
5.5 × 104 kg yr−1 of cometary material is delivered to E
ropa. Although there may be a factor of 5 uncertainty in
estimate, such a rate of delivery is many orders of ma
tude too small to affect Europa’s ice shell density struc
over 50 Myr. Conversely, variations in shell density due
the presence or absence of salts is likely to be impor
Hydrated sulfates are inferred from near-infrared obse
tions of the surface of Europa (McCord et al., 1999; Carl
et al., 1999), and salts are likely to be present in its oc
and ice shell (Kargel et al., 2000; Zolotov and Shock, 20
Fanale et al., 2001). Hydrated sulfates have higher de
ties than water ice. For example, natron (Na2CO2·10H2O),
suggested on the basis of spectrometer measurements
Cord et al., 1999) has a density of 1440 kg m−3. Thus, band
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Fig. 5. (a) Sketch of geometry for topography caused by lateral density contrast (see text). (b) Solid lines are topography resulting from situationn (a) with
wl = 10 km for different values of elastic thicknessTe , calculated using method based on Eqs. (2) and (3). Young’s modulus 1 GPa, Poisson’s rat
computational domain extended from−60 km to+60 km. Dashed lines are data from Fig. 1b. (c) As for (b) butwl = 8 km and data from Fig. 2d. (d) As fo
(b) butwl = 5 km and data from Fig. 2b.
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topography could be a result of bands containing lower
concentrations than their surroundings.

Tufts et al. (2000) suggest that bands may form by fre
ing water, which might cause a decrease in density relativ
the surroundings by excluding salts from the ice. Howe
Fanale et al. (2001) showed experimentally that rapid fre
ing of a putative Europan ocean does not create apprec
fractionation of cations or anions between solid and liqu
Furthermore, multispectral images of the surface (Geis
et al., 1998) suggest that the band surfaces aremore con-
taminated than the surroundings. Unfortunately, the nat
density and depth extent of this contaminant are unkno
so it is not clear whether this observation contradicts the
pothesis that bands are elevated due to exclusion of
during freezing. As we will argue below, another possib
ity is that local, thermally-driven removal of subsurface sa
may be responsible for band topography.

Fracture porosity. Bands show lineated ridges and troug
(Figs. 1a, 2a) that suggest deformation and fractu
(Prockter et al., 2002), so fracture porosity is likely. Furth
more, if the bands are composed of crushed ice, as sugg
by Tufts et al. (2000), it is very likely that the band ice w
be more porous and thus less dense than the surroundin
terial. We may calculate the porosity required to account
the observed band topography as follows.

Near-surface ice will be cold and brittle, while deep
ice will flow in a viscous fashion to remove porosity. W
d

-

will therefore assume a near-surface layer of thicknesszφ in
which a constant excess porosity (relative to the surrou
ings) ofφ exists, with zero excess porosity below this lev
Although more complex porosity models exist (e.g., K
sacki and Leliwa-Kopystynski, 1993; Eluszkiewicz, subm
ted), existing uncertainties are such that these models
unlikely to provide further insight. Compared with a neig
bouring area of uniformly zero excess porosity, the eleva
of a porous area (from Eqs. (1) and (6)) is simply

(7)h = φzφ.

The rate of pore closure depends on the (Newtonian
viscosity and overburden pressure (Fowler, 1985). Using
equations outlined in Appendix B, we can obtain a por
ity profile (relative to the initial porosity) at any subseque
time. Figure 6 shows the porosity profiles at 10 Myr for a
riety of likely ice rheologies (Goldsby and Kohlstedt, 200
Here we have assumed a conductive shell thickness of 6
appropriate to the thick-shell case when convection is oc
ring (e.g., McKinnon, 1999). We have adopted a timesc
of 10 Myr since some bands are relatively recent featu
The viscosity of ice near its melting point is 1013−1015 Pa s
(Pappalardo et al., 1998) and the activation energy is
60 kJ mol−1 (Goldsby and Kohlstedt, 2001).

Figure 6 shows thatzφ extends one-quarter to one-thi
of the conductive shell thickness, and is relatively insensi
to likely variations in activation energy or viscosity. Increa
ing τ to 50 Myr causes a 20% reduction inzφ . The porosity
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Fig. 6. Porosity profile (relative to initial porosityφ0) after 10 Myr, calcu-
lated using the method of Appendix B. Surface and base temperature
thermal conductivity same as for Fig. 3; conductive shell thickness 6
Q is activation energy andηb is the viscosity at the base of the conduct
shell.

depth is nearly proportional to the conductive shell thi
ness, because viscosity varies with depth much more ra
than does pressure (see Appendix B, Eq. (B.3)). In gen
brittle failure can occur at depths greater thanzφ , but the re-
sults shown here suggest that fractures thus created will
to close rapidly unless they are close to the surface.

Taking a value forzφ of 2 km, appropriate to the con
vecting thick shell case, Eq. (7) shows that the mean ex
porosity required to produce the observed topography is
For a 20 km thick shell which is conductive throughout,zφ
would be 5–7 km and the excess porosity required 1.5–
For an ice shell thickness of 2 km,zφ will be 500–670 m, re-
quiring a mean excess porosity of 15–20%. Hence, thin
shells require large near-surface excess porosities to pro
the observed topography; unfortunately, it is not yet c
whether near-surface porosity variations of order 20%
possible in icy satellites (Kossacki and Leliwa-Kopystyns
1993).

Thermally driven salt loss. While thermal support is a po
tential mechanism for causing band topography, either
bands must be very recent (Section 3.2.2) or there m
be a permanent heat source (Section 3.2.1). Here we
sider one consequence of temporarily elevated tempera
which may contribute towards band topography: therm
driven variations in salt content.

Although hydrated sulfates have been inferred to e
at the surface of Europa (McCord et al., 1999; Carlso
al., 1999), their abundance in the bulk ice shell is unkno
Kargel et al. (2000) calculated equilibrium densities a
mineralogies for various freezing products of a model
ropan ocean. A eutectic liquid with melting point 268 K a
density 1200 kg m−3 is the first to be produced when most
these compositions melt. Being denser than any likely s
phase, this liquid will drain downwards, leaving behind
,

s

e

t
-
s

relatively buoyant residue. The draining timescale will
geologically rapid (∼ 103 yrs for melt fractions of order 1%
(Gaidos and Nimmo, 2000)). Since the draining of salts o
occurs in relatively warm ice, this model does not contra
the observation that band surfaces appear to be more
taminated than the surroundings (Geissler et al., 1998)
also note that while the example liquid quoted here ha
melting temperature only 5 K lower than that of pure wa
ice, other plausible compositions can have melting temp
tures as low as 211 K (Kargel et al., 2000). There is thu
general tendency for ices which are near the melting p
of pure ice to lose any dense salt contaminants, and thu
come compositionally buoyant.

For an initial ice shell density of 1000 kg m−3 and thick-
ness 20 km, removing 2.5% by volume of the example
tectic liquid would be sufficient to create the observed b
topography. However, for a 2 km thick shell, the amount
quired is 25%, an implausibly high figure. Thus, this mec
nism is only likely to work for relatively thick ice shells. A
noted above, topography supported by compositional
sity differences is stable over Gyr timescales, unlike
supported by crustal roots or passive thermal processes

Compositional buoyancy caused by salt loss is a lik
outcome of the processes depicted in Figs. 4a and 4
Fig. 4a, brines will drain out of the heated area, resul
in a local increase in buoyancy and contributing to the p
itive topography. In Fig. 4c, the upwardly advected wa
ice is likely to be relatively salt-poor, simply because it
close to the melting temperature, and also probably for
more slowly than near-surface ice. Thus, the upwelling
will initially be both compositionally and thermally buoyan
the thermal component of topography will decay with tim
but the compositional component will be long-lived. T
scenario of Fig. 4c is also attractive because such upwar
vection of warm ice is a natural consequence of extens
and most bands appear to be primarily extensional. Fin
since the magnitude of the effect depends on the initial
content of the ice shell, which may well be heterogene
it would not be surprising if the resulting topography var
spatially.

4. Discussion

4.1. Implications for shell thickness and activity

If the ice shell is thin (≈ 2 km), the most viable mech
anism for producing band topography appears to be≈ 20%
fracture porosity. Lateral shell thickness contrasts are no
ologically sustainable, and neither salt-related nor ther
buoyancy are likely to be able to match the observed top
raphy. The cyclic compression model of Tufts et al. (20
is likely to result in bands with high porosity and is a viab
explanation for band topography.

If the ice shell is thicker, smaller lateral density variatio
are required to produce the same topography. Thus, a
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thermal support is an additional plausible mechanism,
suming that heating continues today. Passive thermal sup
only works if the bands are recent (Section 3.2.2). Beca
bands have a wide range of stratigraphic ages (Prockter e
1999; Figueredo and Greeley, 2003), passive thermal sup
is unlikely and active support only possible if present-d
heating does not involve significant resurfacing. Either
tive or passive thermal mechanisms could result in lat
variations in density due to loss of salt-rich, low-melti
temperature components. This compositional density c
trast can sustain topography for geological time, and
natural outcome of the upwards advection which accom
nies rifting.

An episode of active heating (for instance by shear) is
tractive because it may explain the observation that ba
develop from ridges (Prockter et al., 2002). Ridges at wh
shear-heating occurs will be warmer and thus weaker
the surrounding ice (Fig. 4a). If an extensional force is
plied to an area containing such a ridge, the extensio
likely to localize in the weakest area (see, e.g., Newman
White, 1999). Thus, the link between ridges and band
easy to understand if ridges are sites of shear-heating. T
is no need for shear-heating to be operating at the pre
day since, as described above, the heating-induced com
tional buoyancy is permanent.

4.2. Consequences of passive thermal support

As mentioned above, passive thermal support only wo
if the timescale over which rifting happens is short compa
to the timescale of diffusive cooling, Eq. (5). The char
teristic rifting timescaleτr ∼ d/v, wherev is the vertical
advection velocity andd is a characteristic length scale. T
gether with Eq. (5), we obtain a Peclet-style relation:

(8)v�∼κ/d.

We will assumed is represented by the brittle-ducti
transition depth, which is≈ 2 km (Pappalardo et al
1999; Nimmo and Gaidos, 2002). Forκ = 10−6 ms s−1,
v �∼ 10 mm yr−1. This velocity is comparable to that of slow
spreading ridges on Earth, and implies a band forma
timescale of< 1 Myr. As the bands examined here ha
been cross-cut by ridges or otherwise deformed (Proc
et al., 1999), these later deformational events must be
younger.

Another consequence of passive support is that you
bands would have higher topography than older bands. T
a correlation between band age and band topography w
be strong evidence for a passive support mechanism. W
stratigraphic analyses indicate that band-formingactivity
waned with time (Prockter et al., 1999; Figueredo and G
ley, 2003), there is as yet no evidence of any trend in b
topography with age.
t

,
t

e
t
i-

,

4.3. Elastic thickness estimates

The topography due to lateral density contrasts (irres
tive of their origin) will be affected by the effective ela
tic thickness of the near-surface material. Figure 5 sh
that elastic thicknesses in the range 0.1–1 km reprod
the observations reasonably well. Although these values
approximate, they broadly agree with some otherTe es-
timates (Tufts et al., 1997; Williams and Greeley, 19
Billings and Kattenhorn, 2002), though they are smaller t
other values (Figueredo et al., 2002; Nimmo et al., 200
Since theTe value recorded is the lowest since the load
emplaced, theTe values derived here are probably rep
sentative of local conditions during band formation, and
necessarily those at the present day.

We also note that the existence of large values of n
surface porosity (Section 3.2.3) are likely to reduce the ef
tive Young’s modulus. Since flexural profiles directly co
strain the rigidity, Eq. (3) shows that a reduction in Youn
modulusE will result in an increase in theTe value, and
hence the ice shell thickness, obtained.

5. Summary and conclusions

We have investigated possible mechanisms for to
graphic support of pull-apart bands on Europa. Topogra
support by shell thickness variations is not favored beca
of the rapidity with which lower crustal flow occurs (Se
tion 3.1). The density contrasts required to produce
observed topography are≈ 5 kg m−3 for a 20 km shell and
≈ 50 kg m−3 for a 2 km shell.

The bands may be higher because they are more he
fractured than the surrounding areas. Such porosity c
have been produced by extensional faulting or during
cyclic motion of the Tufts et al. (2000) model, and is t
most likely mechanism for thin (≈ 2 km) ice shells. For
such shell thicknesses, surface porosity variations of o
20% are required; for a thicker (≈ 20 km) shell, the vari-
ations need only be 5% or less. The presence of a
porosity, kilometers thick near-surface layer on Europa m
have a significant impact on the depth to which fut
sounding radar systems can penetrate (Chyba et al., 1
Eluszkiewicz, submitted).

Purely passive thermal support (a result of rifting) c
only operate if all the bands are young,� 1 Myr. This time
is a small fraction of the nominal surface age of Euro
suggesting that this mechanism on its own is not likely.
think the most likely explanation for band topography is l
eral variations of brine content; such variations would n
to be prohibitively large (≈ 20%) in a 2 km thick ice shell
but need be only 2% (vertically averaged) in a 20 km th
shell. These variations may be caused by passive adve
or shear-heating. If ridges are zones of shear-heating,
will be weaker than the surrounding areas and thus be
ural sites for bands to initiate, as is observed.
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Appendix A

We wish to consider lateral flow in an ice shell which
both non-Newtonian and has a temperature-dependent
mal conductivity. A very similar approach was adopted
Bird (1991), but he used a different temperature struct
The analysis here follows that of Nimmo and Steven
(2001) and Nimmo (2003); further details may be obtai
in the latter paper (hereafter N03).

The strain ratėε depends on the stressτxz as follows:

(A.1)ε̇ = ∂v

∂z
= A|τxz|n−1τxze

−Q/RT ,

wherev is horizontal velocity,A, Q, andn are rheologica
parameters (Goldsby and Kohlstedt, 2001),R is the gas con
stant andT is absolute temperature.

Following the method of N03, the variation of viscosityη

with depth may be linearized as follows:

(A.2)η ≈ ηb exp(z/δ),

where

(A.3)δ = RTbtc

Q ln(Tb/Ts)
,

z is the height above the base of the shell,ηb is the viscos-
ity at the base of the conducting shell,tc is the conducting
shell thickness,Tb is the temperature at the base of the la
and Ts is the surface temperature. The natural logari
arises because the thermal conductivity of ice varies as/T

(Klinger, 1980).
For cases in which the ice shell is convecting, the b

of the shell beneath a near-surface lid will be isoviscous
the effective channel thicknessδ will approach that of the
shell thickness (e.g., McKinnon, 1999; Nimmo and Man
2002). Thus, the timescales derived below are likely to o
estimate the timescales if convection is occurring. An a
tional complication in non-Newtonian cases is that the c
vective stresses may affect the viscosity of the material;
complication is not treated below.

Neglecting convection, horizontal flow in the lowermo
part of the shell is driven by lateral pressure gradients.
suming vertical flow is negligible, for an isostatically com
pensated case we have

(A.4)
∂τxz

∂z
= ∂P

∂x
= �ρg

∂tc

dx
,

whereP is pressure andτxz is horizontal shear stress,tc(x)

is the shell thickness,g is gravity, and�ρ is the density con
trast between the shell and the underlying fluid.
-

Following Nimmo and Stevenson (2001), the variation
lateral flow velocity with depth is given by

(A.5)v(z) = F

z∫
0

|z′ − α|n−1(z′ − α)e−z′/δ dz′,

where F = AEb(�ρg ∂tc/∂x)
n and z is measured up

wards from the base of the shell,Eb = exp(−Q/RTb), α =
(τ0/�ρg) ∂tc/∂x, andτ0 is the stress at the base of the sh
The constantα is found from the requirement thatv(∞) = 0
and gives the height at which the velocity is maximum.

We use continuity to obtain the rate of change of s
thickness, assuming thatB andEb do not vary withx:

(A.6)
dtc

dt
= −ABEb

d

dx

∣∣∣∣�ρg
∂tc

∂x

∣∣∣∣
n−1

�ρg
∂tc

∂x
,

where

(A.7)B =
∞∫

0

z∫
0

|z′ − α|n−1(z′ − α)e−z′/δ dz′ dz.

For integern, bothα andB may be derived in a relativel
straightforward fashion from Eqs. (A.5) and (A.7) and the
quirement thatv(∞) = 0. Obtainingα requires the solution
of an nth-order polynomial; solutions for evenn are more
complicated because of the||. Values ofα/δ are 1.0, 1.3
1.596 forn = 1, 2, 3, respectively (these values are the sa
as those given fork1b by Bird (1991)).

Although Eq. (A.6) is non-linear forn �= 1, a reasonabl
approximation for the time constant of topographic decaτ

may be obtained by assuming that

(A.8)τ ≈ −�tc
d�tc
dt

|t=0
,

where�tc is the difference between the maximum and m
shell thickness.

For a sinusoidal variation in thickness of amplitude 2�tc
and wavelengthλ, Eq. (A.6) gives

(A.9)
d�tc

dt
= −�tnc kn+1nABEb(�ρg)n,

wherek = 2π/λ. Using Eq. (A.8) and the result thatB =
αn+1δ gives

(A.10)τ ≈ (
�tn−1

c kn+1nAαn+1δEb[�ρg]n)−1
.

For n = 1 this expression reproduces the usual exp
sion for the decay time of Newtonian fluids (e.g., N03)
also illustrates that, for non-Newtonian fluids, the decay t
depends on the amplitude of the initial disturbance. For
same starting viscosity, a disturbance in a Newtonian fl
will decay faster than in a non-Newtonian one becaus
the latter the reduction in amplitude of the disturbance le
to an increase in effective viscosity.

We compared the results of Eq. (A.10) with those
tained by a numerical method (N03) for the initial topo
raphy to be reduced by a factor of exp(1). For n = 1 the
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timescales agreed; for 1< n < 3 Eq. (A.10) underestimate
the numerical timescale by a factor< 8, because of the non
linearity in (A.6).

Appendix B

The rate of removal of porosityφ due to viscous flow is
given by Fowler (1985)

(B.1)
dφ

dt
= −φ

P

η
,

whereP is the overburden pressure andη is the (Newtonian)
viscosity of the medium. The porosity at any depth th
declines according to

(B.2)φ(z, t) = φ0(z)exp(−t/τ ),

whereφ0(z) is the initial porosity structure andτ is a time
constant given by

(B.3)τ (z) = η(z)

ρgz
,

wherez is depth,ρ is density, andg is acceleration due to
gravity. Assuming a Newtonian viscosity, we may write

(B.4)η(z) = ηb exp

(
Q

R

[
1

T (z)
− 1

Tb

])
,

whereηb and Tb are the viscosity and temperature at
base of the conductive part of the ice shell,Q is an activation
energy, andR is the gas constant.

Assuming that the conductivity of ice varies as 1/T

(Klinger, 1980), the temperature profile within the cond
tive part of the ice shell is given by

(B.5)T (z) = Ts

(
Tb

Ts

)z/tcond

,

wheretcondis the thickness of the conductive part of the sh
andTs is the surface temperature.

Equations (B.2)–(B.5) may be used to obtain the vert
porosity profile (relative to its initial value) at any time, for
given ice rheology. A similar approach has been adopte
Eluszkiewicz (submitted), which gives broadly similar a
swers.
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